Wuthering Heights as Cosmic Allegory Richard C. Veit
In opposition to much criticism of Wuthering Heights, I believe that Emily Bronte's novel is a carefully planned allegory of a cosmic view. Typically commentaries have praised the book's emotive power, the intensity of which, it was generally claimed, compensated for a supposed lack of organizational discipline. Several critics, however, have discovered evidence of care in the novel's design.^ Most notably, Lord David Cecil argued that Wuthering Heights is indeed an allegory 2 constructed with order and syirmetry. The princi ples of storm, represented by Wuthering Heights, and of calm, represented by Thrushcross Grange, are initially in harmony. The order is disrupted by the introduction of an extraneous element, Heathcliff, and the novel details the pendulum-like effects upon the system as that element is finally assimilated and equilibrium reestablished. Cecil's is a stimulating interpretation and one that accounts successfully for the novel's form.
Like Cecil I believe that the novel depicts a cosmos which is characterized by the interplay of two forces, which he calls the principles of storm and calm, but which are a complex of many symbols (as I will explain in detail below) and which can best be described as the forces of nature, repre sented by the Heights, and of civilization, represented by the Grange. The interaction of the two houses in the novel corresponds to the inter action of those forces in the cosmos. Hence in a carefully planned, symmetrical, and orderly novel, Heathcliff and the elder Catherine, residents of the Heights, can be passionate, violent, and spontaneous, precisely because those are the characteristics which that house represents. Many of the same critics who praise the novel's "spontaneity" criticize the Grange characters' tepidity, which they regard as an inevitable lapse in a tour de force. On the contrary, the traits of both sets of characters are intentional and have symbolic significance.
The plot, then, in outline is as follows; the two houses represent the two principles of the cosmos: nature and civilization. They exist in harmony, with each house moderated by partaking to a degree of the characteristics of the other. (The Eamshaws are aristocratic -a "civilized trait'/-" and the Linton children are occasionally argumenta tive -a "natural" trait.) A purely natural ele ment, however, is introduced into the Heights in the person of Heathcliff, thus causing the accentuation of that principle and the rejection of civilized traits. The Grange, in interacting with the Heights, becomes similarly polarized, with its principle accentuated. Interaction continued until the forces can regain equilibrium. But the result is not the assimilation of the extraneous element, as Cecil maintains, but the rejection of the two extremes, in the persons of Heathcliff and Linton Heathcliff, with the result being a purer, more stable and harmonious equilibrium.
My conclusion, then, differs from Cecil's in its moral interpretation of the book. Because each house has both appealing and unattractive aspects, Cecil concludes that no value judgments axe made concerning them. (The Heights, for example, is characterized by both selfless love and ruthless revenge, the Grange by both courtesy and peevish ness.) He mistakenly assumes that if moral polar" ities existed, they would coincide with other polarities in the work. But it is precisely the polarities themselves which are evil; it is in harmony that goodness lies. When the houses are polarized their worst aspects beccme emphasized, although their good qualities still remain. The book concludes, as we shall see, with the most polar (and hence most evil) aspects rejected and with the remaining qualities brought into a closer, purified union. If WUtherlng Heights is to be taken as an allegory of human history, then Bronte's is ultimately an optimistic view. The strife of the m o d e m world is part of an ongoing dialectical process which is destined in the future to culmi nate in order and harmony.
The nature of that process might best be understood by the m o d e m metaphor of a chain re action after the introduction of a catalyst, and we can note in the novel alternating stages of reaction and unstable equilibrium -the chain which culminates in the final, stable state. In WUthering Heights a state of equilibrium exists whenever two forces are in harmony. When a third force is introduced a disruption occurs and one force must be expelled. Hindley, for example, "had room in his heart for only two idols -his wife In their wanderings Heathcliff and Catherine come to the Grange, where, in contrast to the Heights, they "should have thought (them)selves in heaven" (p. 51). Catherine, the brown-haired creature corrupted from righteousness, is admitted.
Heathcliff, the cursing black devil, is expelled.
The cursing which causes his dismissal is a Heights trait, practiced only by the three H-characters.
The Lintons' exclamations are angelic, such as Isabella's "For Heaven's sake..." It is signifi cant that this first glimpse of "heaven" is narrated by Heathcliff, the "devil," just as later the descent of an "angel" into "hell" is related by Isabella.
Throughout the novel the heaven-image has no exclusive connection with good nor has hell any with evil. Edgar and Isabella display the unheavenly trait of selfishness in quarreling over a lapdog, causing Heathcliff to snear, "When would you catch me wishing to have what Catherine wanted?" (p. 52). It is the extremes in both houses that are evil. Linton Heathcliff, the most angelic character in appearance, is both selfish and peevish and far less admirable than even his devilish father whose love for Catherine is entirely selfless.
Another image which is important throughout the book is that of "eyes," the windows through which the true nature of a character's guiding principle can be seen. Nelly speaks of "the fiend which usually looked out" of Heathcliff's eyes, "the clouded windows of hell" (p. 176). Isabella's, These four remaining characters now react in accordance with their natures. Despite her father's efforts to keep her isolated and "Lintonized" at the Grange, Catherine's E a m s h a w side and her natural affinity for Hareton draw her to the Heights. Both children have been sufficiently nurtured to the extremes by their isolation, however, so that they are at first repelled. Accustomed to being waited on at the Grange, Catherine demands service of Hareton. His devilish response, "I'll see thee damned, before I be thy servant!" (p. 189), is shocking to Cathy who was always "'angel' with everyone at the Grange" (p. 192).
Thus repulsed on her Heights side, she is drawn by her Grange affinity to Linton. The pull of books overcomes the attraction of the outdoors.
Yet a marriage is still not possible without the diabolical contrivance of Heathcliff, wf10 fears she will "discover (Linton's), value and send him to the devil" (p. 209). Heathcliff's distance frcm heaven is evidenced by the false oath he utters to win her sympathy for Linton; "I swear, on my salvation, . . . none but you can save him!" (p.
224).
But Linton, the Pure Grange element, cannot survive at the Heights and his deterioration is rapid. Just as the unnatural environment of the Grange had previously shown in the eyes of the elder Catherine ("the flash of her eyes had been succeeded by a dreamy and melancholy softness") (p. 153), so does Linton's transplantation to the Heights cause his eyes to display the opposite, but equally fatal, effect; "... the hollowness round thou, transforming to haggard wildness, the languid expression he once possessed" (p. 249).
As a result of the marriage Hareton has drawn closer to Heathcliff, who attempts to ranake him in his own likeness, as a "personification of my youth" (p. 307). If Heathcliff "were the devil, it didn't signify; he would stand by him" (p. 304). believe it is clear that powerful allegorical forces underlie these themes and form, by their operation, the work's essential plot. Moreover, the operation of these forces of nature and civilization corresponds to their operation, in Emily Bronte's view, in the universe at large.
Underlying this passionate tale of love and revenge is a complex, dialectical vision of the cosmos which is ultimately synthesized in the union of the lovers at the Grange, as well as that of the "sleepers in that quiet earth" (p. 320) of the Heights. the striking "symmetry of pedigree" and the care and accuracy of the dating of events throu^i-out. A number of structural studies followed, including the extreme structuralist position of Dorothy van Ghent, namely that the "form of the book. . . is the content," in "On Wuthering Heights,1' fron The English Novel: Form and Function, (New York: Harper and Row, 1961) . Like many critics, she sees a "dual" structure in the novel, corresponding to the two generations. The first part of the book, according to her, presents a "mythological romance" and the second both a "parody romance" and a "domestic romance," with Heathcliff as the element uniting the two parts. Shorer does not take structure into his considera tion and he concludes that the "moral" forced itself unwittingly upon even its author.
